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Abstract

The idea that language history is best visualized by a branching tree has been contro-
versially discussed in the linguistic world andmany alternative theories have been pro-
posed. The reluctance of many scholars to accept the tree as the natural metaphor for
language history was due to conflicting signals in linguistic data: many resemblances
would simply not point to a unique tree. Despite these observations, the majority of
automatic approaches applied to language data has been based on the tree model,
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while network approaches have rarely been applied. Due to the specific sociolinguistic
situation in China, where very divergent varieties have been developing under the
roof of a common culture and writing system, the history of the Chinese dialects is
complex and intertwined. They are therefore a good test case for methods which no
longer take the family tree as their primary model. Here we use a network approach
to study the lexical history of 40 Chinese dialects. In contrast to previous approaches,
our method is character-based and captures both vertical and horizontal aspects of
language history. According to our results, themajority of characters in our data (about
54%) cannot be readily explained with the help of a given tree model. The borrowing
events inferred by our method do not only reflect general uncertainties of Chinese
dialect classification, they also reveal the strong influence of the standard language on
Chinese dialect history.

Keywords

Chinese languages – Chinese linguistics – treemodel – phylogenetic networks – lexical
borrowing

1 Introduction

1.1 Languages and Dialects
What exactly is a language, and what is a dialect? One tends to say that the
people from Shànghǎi, Běijīng, and Měixiàn all speak ‘Chinese,’ while people
from Scandinavia speak ‘Norwegian,’ ‘Swedish,’ or ‘Danish.’ Looking at the pho-
netic transcriptions of the first sentence of Aesop’s fable ‘The Northwind and
the Sun’ in the three Chinese ‘dialects’ and the three Scandinavian ‘languages’
given in Table 1, the clear-cut distinction suggested by the different ways we
name the varieties starts to become blurred. As the transcriptions show, the
Chinese varieties differ from each other to a similar or even greater degree than
the Scandinavian ones.

The reason for the fuzziness of the terms ‘dialect’ and ‘language’ can be
found in the daily use of the terms in non-linguistic contexts. What is called
a language and what a dialect does not necessarily depend on pure linguistic
criteria, but often also on culture and politics (Barbour and Stevenson, 1998:
8). The problem of culture and politics, however, is that they have an impact
on both languages and dialects. Although it certainly makes sense to state that
Chinese dialects differ as much as the Scandinavian languages, it does not tell
the whole truth about the sociolinguistic situation in China, where a large part
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table 1 The first sentence of Aesop’s fable ‘The Northwind and the Sun’ in different speech
varieties. The words are semantically aligned, i.e. all translational equivalents are
placed in the same column. Words shaded in gray are etymologically related

Běijīng Chinese iou21 i55 xuei35 pei21fəŋ55 kən55 thai51iaŋ11 t͡ʂəŋ55 tsai53
Měixiàn Chinese iu33 it55 pai33a11 pet33fuŋ33 thuŋ11 ɲit11theu11 hɔk33
Shànghǎu Chinese ɦi22 thã55 tsɿ21 poʔ3foŋ44 taʔ5 tha33ɦiã44 tsəŋ33 hɔ44

Běijīng Chinese (cont.) naɚ51 t͡ʂəŋ55luən51
Měixiàn Chinese e53 au55
Shànghǎu Chinese ləʔ1lə23tsa53

Norwegian nuːɾɑʋinˑn̩ ɔ suːln̩ kɾɑŋlət ɔm
Swedish nuːɖanvɪndən ɔ suːlən tv̥ɪstadə ən gɔŋ ɔm
Danish noʌ̯ʌnvenʔn̩ ʌ soːlʔ̩n khʌm eŋg̊ɑŋ i sd̥ʁiðʔ ʌmʔ

of the population is bilingual, using a common language for writing and—if
necessary—also for verbal communication. In order to describe such complex
heterogeneous structures as modern languages, sociolinguists have proposed
the diasystemmodel (Branner, 2006: 209). According to this model, a language
is a complex aggregate of different linguistic systems coexisting and mutually
influencing each other (Coseriu, 1973: 40). Usually, a diasystem is determined
by a Dachsprache (roof language), a linguistic variety that serves as a standard
for interdialectal communication (Goossens, 1973: 11).

In the case of the Chinese diasystem, the Dachsprache is the modern stan-
dard language (henceforth called Standard Chinese), which was originally de-
rived from the dialect of Běijīng, but—being used as second language through-
out China—has long started to live a life of its own. Its influence can be noticed
in almost all dialects. Lexically, it often appears in terms of multiple words
for a single concept, with one representing the word originally used in the
dialect, and one being borrowed from Standard Chinese. In the example given
in Table 1, for example, Shànghǎi [tʰa³³ɦiã⁴⁴] ‘sun’ has been borrowed from
Standard Chinese 太阳 tàiyáng [tʰai⁵¹iaŋ¹¹] ‘sun.’ This can be seen from the
fact that there is another word for ‘sun’ in Shànghǎi: [ȵjɪʔ¹¹dɤ²³]. This word
is much older than the former and is cognate with Měixiàn [ɲit¹¹tʰeu¹¹] ‘sun.’
Cases where dialects borrow from the Dachsprache are very frequent in almost
all Chinese dialects, while cases of borrowing between neighboring dialects are
probably even more frequent.
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1.2 Trees, Waves, and Networks
Ever since August Schleicher first proposed the idea that the evolution of lan-
guages is best visualizedby abranching tree (‘demBilde eines sich verästelnden
Baumes’; Schleicher, 1853: 787), this view has been controversially discussed in
the linguistic world, leading to various opposing theories ranging from wave-
like evolutionary scenarios (Schmidt, 1872) to early network proposals (Bon-
fante, 1931). Since most alternative approaches remained static, disregarding
the time dimension in favor of the spatial dimension, the tree was never com-
pletely abandoned, andboth the family tree (Stammbaum) and thewave theory
(Wellentheorie) became standard models of language change that were used
interchangeably, depending on the respective questions that scholars wanted
to elaborate. Although, during the history of linguistics, the idea of combining
both models into a single framework was often discussed (Schuchardt, 1900;
Southworth, 1964), linguists failed to propose a formal model for phylogenetic
networks that would have allowed both vertical and horizontal language rela-
tions to be captured. As historical linguistics took a quantitative turn at the
beginning of the third millennium, many methods that had originally been
designed to model and infer biological evolution were repeatedly applied to
linguistic problems. While most of these approaches continued with the tree
model, comparing languages with species (Gray and Atkinson, 2003; McMa-
hon andMcMahon, 2005; Atkinson andGray, 2006), recent research has shown
(Nelson-Sathi et al., 2011, List et al., 2014) that network approaches originally
used tomodelmicrobial evolution (Dagan andMartin, 2007; Dagan et al., 2008)
might be even more apt for modeling language history. Network approaches
not only offer a formal way tomodel vertical and horizontal language relations,
but also provide different methods for inferring these relations from linguistic
data. So far, however, phylogenetic network approaches are still in their infancy,
both with respect to the methods that have been proposed and with respect to
their applications.

The Chinese dialects seem to be a good test case for these new approaches.
Given their complex history, their ‘close proximity to one another for two
millennia and the pervasive influence of various quasi-standards and koinés
on all Chinese dialects over a very long period’ (Norman, 2003: 76), it is obvious
that they are ‘not entirely amenable to a Stammbaum formulation’ (ibid.).
Here we apply a network approach to model the history of 40 Chinese dialect
varieties. In contrast to previous network analyses of Chinese dialects that
were based on split distances and only measured the uncertainty of trees (Ben
Hamed and Wang, 2006), our approach is character-based: it automatically
infers hidden borrowings in the data and thus captures both the vertical and
horizontal aspects of language history.
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2 Materials

2.1 Data
The data that we used for our analysis is taken from the Hànyǔ Fāngyán Yīnkù
(Hóu, 2004), a cd-rom that offers different resources for Chinese dialects
including phonological descriptions, phonetic transcriptions, and sound re-
cordings for 40 different dialect varieties. From the cd-rom we extracted a
lexical subset, consisting of 180 glosses (‘concepts’) translated into the respec-
tive varieties. Chinese dialects often have multiple synonyms for one concept;
therefore the resulting dataset comprises 10,201 words. Since the word lists
were compiled for dialect studies where the selection of lexical items is usually
based on phonetic criteria, only 48 of the 180 glosses (26%) belong to the basic
vocabulary in the strict sense of Swadesh (1952 and 1955). The source material
was obtained in a format not suitable for computational analyses, requiring
the extraction procedure to be carried out semi-automatically, with additional
manual cleaning by the researchers/present authors. All entries were double-
checked by comparing the phonetic transcription for each word with its corre-
sponding sound recording. The data was further enriched by looking up the
geographic coordinates of the central cities where the varieties are spoken,
translating the glosses into English, adapting the phonetic transcriptions to
standard ipa, and applying a rough procedure for automatic cognate detection
that is described in detail in the following section. Table 2 shows an excerpt of
the data in its current format.

table 2 The basic format of the input data1

id Variety Concept St. Chinese ipa Char. Cogn. Set

1 Shànghǎi ‘sun’ tàiyáng太阳 tʰa³⁴⁻³³ɦiã¹³⁻⁴⁴ 太阳 2
2 Shànghǎi ‘sun’ tàiyáng太阳 ȵjɪʔ¹⁻¹¹dɤ¹³–²³ 日头 1
3 Sūzhou ‘sun’ tàiyáng太阳 ȵiəʔ³dʏ¹³⁻²¹ 热头 3
4 Sūzhou ‘sun’ tàiyáng太阳 tʰɑ⁵¹³⁻⁵⁵ɦiã¹³⁻²¹ 太阳 2
5 Hángzhōu ‘sun’ tàiyáng太阳 tʰᴇ⁴⁴⁵ɦiɑŋ²¹³⁻³¹ 太阳 2
6 Wēnzhōu ‘sun’ tàiyáng太阳 tʰa⁴²⁻²²ji 太阳 2
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2.2 Cognate Judgments
Along with the recent quantitative turn in historical linguistics, one can also
observe a shift from the interest in proto-forms to an interest in cognates. This
likewise holds for our approach, which requires sets of cognate words as input
data. Cognates are usually defined as words or morphemes that are derived
from a common ancestor form via vertical inheritance (Trask, 2000: 62). Our
input requirements are less strict, however: the method only requires that
the words are etymologically related, or homolog in the biological sense, i.e.
that they share a common ancestry, no matter whether this is due to vertical
transfer or borrowing (Koonin, 2005: 311). In Chinese dialectology, it is common
to specify not only the pronunciation of a given dialect word, but also give an
assessment regarding its homology. Homology assessments are usually coded
by providing the Chinese characters corresponding to a given word.2 Since
for most Chinese characters the Middle Chinese readings (spoken around
the 6th century ce) can be reconstructed from old rime books, a character
is somewhat similar to a proto-form. Thus, Táoyuán [ŋit²²tʰeu¹¹] and Hǎikǒu
[zit³hau³¹] ‘sun’ are both written as 日头, and the proto-form would have
been pronounced as *ȵit⁴duw¹ in Middle Chinese times (if the compound
was already present during that time).3 Note that the character assignments
in Chinese dialectology are homologs in the strict sense, since no distinction is
drawn between borrowing and vertical inheritance.

While the postulation of a proto-form for a given set of words is—ideally—a
full statement regarding their phonetic and phylogenetic history, being a short-
cut formulation for known, regular sound change processes, the postulation of
cognate relations between words is much simpler, being merely a statement
that there is a history relating them. It is usually emphasized that the nature
of this history should only involve vertical transmission. The details of verti-
cal transmission are usually ignored, and no further distinction between the

1 Note that the character assignment correctly claims that Sūzhou [ȵiəʔ³dʏ¹³⁻²¹] and Shànghǎi
[ȵjɪʔ¹⁻¹¹dɤ¹³⁻²³] are not cognate, with the initial syllable of the former going back to Middle
Chinese *ȵet 'hot' and the initial syllable of the latter going back to Middle Chinese *ȵit
'sun'. The words are, however, closely related, since it is not impossible that the original
form in Sūzhou was a reflex of Middle Chinese *ȵit 'sun', but was later reinterpreted as
Middle Chinese *ȵet ‘hot’. However, this does not influence our strict criterion for cognacy
assignments.

2 The procedure for choosing the characters is not always clear-cut. See Kurpaska (2010: 118–
120) for details.

3 Middle Chinese character readings follow an ipa adaptation of the system of Baxter (1992).
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different types is drawn.Thus, in lexicostatistical databases, suchas theTowerof
Babel Database (http://starling.rinet.ru) or the Indo-European Lexical Cognacy
Database (http://ielex.mpi.nl/), the Italian and Frenchwords for ‘give,’ dare and
donner respectively, are usually placed in the same cognate set, although they
go back to two different Latin words (dare ‘give’ and dōnare ‘give as a present’).
The reason for this cognate assignment is that the Latin forms themselves
go back to a common Indo-European root, with dare being a reflex of Proto-
Indo-European *deh₃- ‘give’ and dōnare being a reflex of its nominalized form
*deh₃-no- ‘what is given’ (cf.Meiser, 1998). Trask (2000: 234f.) proposes the term
oblique cognates to address these specific cases of indirect cognate relations,
but the term is rarely used in the literature, and direct and indirect cognacy are
usually treated identically in practice.

Another problem of cognate assignment that is ignored in most quantita-
tive approaches is the problem of partial cognacy. Is it justified to say that
compoundwords such as Spanish porque and Russian potomu čto ‘because’ are
cognate, since certain parts of them (-que and čto) can be traced back to Proto-
Indo-European *kwi- ‘what’? And, if so,what is their relationwhenaddingmore
words to the comparison, such as Danish fordi ‘because,’ which is partially cog-
nate with the Spanish word ( for- ≈ por-) but not the Russian? Inmost datasets,
this problem is solved by assigning compound words to multiple cognate sets,
one for eachmorpheme. Such an approach, however, can become problematic
when dealing with languages where compounding is frequent. In Table 3, the
words denoting ‘moon’ in seven Chinese dialects are contrasted in such a way
that all cognate morphemes are aligned, with the characters in the first row
representing the cognate set. As can be seen from this Table, the assignment
of all morphemes to a specific cognate set yields as many cognate sets as there
are dialects. Given that quantitative approaches to phylogenetic reconstruc-
tion usually assume the development of all cognate sets to be independent,
an assignment of all cognate morphemes to a single cognate set would there-
fore not only drastically increase the amount of cognate sets, but would also
be entirely unrealistic, since these cognate morphemes surely did not evolve
independently from each other.

In order to cope with the problems of indirect and partial cognacy, we
decided to apply a very strict procedure of cognate assignment, grouping only
those terms into cognate sets that correspond to identical sequences ofChinese
characters. Since the data contained 244 entries for which no corresponding
Chinese character was identified (and therefore no cognate assignment could
bemade), we excluded these entries. The remaining 9,957 words were grouped
into 3,061 cognate sets. The cognate sets were then converted into a binary
presence-absence matrix, where the columns represented the taxa, and the

http://starling.rinet.ru
http://ielex.mpi.nl/
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table 3 Problem of partial cognacy in the Chinese dialects. The table shows cognate
morphemes of translations of the concept ‘moon’ in seven Chinese dialects. As can be
seen from the table, no two words are completely cognate, although all words share
at least one cognate morpheme.

Cognate Sets
Dialect 月 亮 光 呢 奶 明 爷

Shànghǎi ɦyɪʔ¹⁻¹¹ liã¹³⁻²³
Wēnzhōu ȵy²¹³⁻²¹ kuɔ³³
Xiàmén geʔ⁵⁻²¹
Jiàn'ōu ŋyɛ⁴² ni⁴⁴ nai³³
Tàiyuán yəʔ²⁻⁵⁴ mi⁴⁵
Píngyáo yʌʔ⁵³ mi¹³⁻⁵³ iᴇ¹³⁻³¹
Zhèngzhōu yɛ²⁴ nai⁵³nai⁵³⁻²⁴

rows corresponded to distinct presence-absence patterns for a given cognate
set, with 1 indicating the presence of a reflex and 0 indicating its absence.
Since our method requires that a given cognate set has reflexes in at least two
taxa, we excluded 2,005 cognate sets that were reflected only in one taxon. Our
presence-absencematrix was thus reduced to a total of 1,056 presence-absence
patterns.

2.3 Reference Trees
Our method estimates the extent to which the evolution of a set of characters
(cognate sets reflected in the presence-absence patterns) can be explained by
an evolutionary scenario that allows for only the vertical inheritance of char-
acters. This scenario has to be definedwith the help of a reference tree that cap-
tures the history of the language varieties under investigation. Given the spe-
cific sociolinguistic situation in China, the classification of the Chinese dialects
is extremely difficult, and the opinions of scholars differ to a great extent (see
Karlgren, 1954; Lǐ, 2005; Norman, 2003; Wáng, 2009, and the overview in Kur-
paska, 2010: 36–62). The most common grouping distinguishes seven major
dialect groups, namely (1) Mandarin (Guānhuà), (2) Xiāng, (3) Gàn, (4) Wú,
(5) Hakka (Kèjiā), (6) Cantonese (Yuè), and (7) Mǐn (Norman, 1988: 181). How-
ever, alternative approaches that subdivide these varieties further are also quite
popular, and at least three additional groups, namely Jìn (otherwise assigned to
Mandarin), Huī (otherwise assigned to either Wú or Mandarin), and Pínghùa
(otherwise assigned to Cantonese), are often proposed and discussed in the lit-
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table 4 The dialect groups in our sample

Group Chinese Altern. Grouping # Dialects

Mandarin (Guānhuà) 管话 17
Jìn 晋 Mandarin 3
Xiāng 湘 2
Gàn 赣 1
Huī 徽 Wú, Mandarin 2
Wú 吴 4
Hakka (Kèjiā) 客家 2
Cantonese (Yuè) 粤 2
Pínghuà 平话 Cantonese (Yuè) 1
Mǐn 闽 6

erature (Kurpaska, 2010: 64–73). The ten major dialect groups are summarized
in Table 4, along with alternative classifications and the number of varieties in
our sample that belong to each group.

Most classifications group the Chinese dialects by comparing their devia-
tion from the phonological system of Middle Chinese. One of the most salient
features is the series of voiced plosives (*b, *d, *g, etc.) inMiddle Chinese (Kur-
paska, 2010: 35). These plosives show varying reflexes in the Chinese dialects.
Sometimes they are retained completely (> b, d, g), sometimes all of them are
devoiced (> p, t, k), sometimes the devoicing is accompanied by aspiration (>
pʰ, tʰ, kʰ), and sometimes the reflexes are split into a voiceless unaspirated and
a voiceless aspirated series (> p/pʰ, t/tʰ, k/kʰ). As Lǐ (2005) demonstrates, these
reflexes are sufficient to distinguish six of the seven standard dialect groups,
with Gàn and Hakka being merged into a single group.4 However, the prob-
lem of this criterion (and most other classification criteria) is that they are
merely used to distinguish certain dialect groups, while they do not explain
how they developed. Althoughmost classifications proposed thus far are based
on historical criteria, few of them explicitly try to account for the genealogical
development of the Chinese dialects.

4 Lǐ (2005) distinguishes different contexts in which the split of voiced to voiceless unaspirated
and voiceless aspirated plosives occurred in order to distinguish Mǐn, Cantonese, and Man-
darin.
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Different theories have been proposed regarding the history of the major
dialect groups. Among the most popular is Karlgren’s (1954: 212) theory that
almost all of today’s Chinese dialects (except from theMǐn dialects) go back to
a koiné that was very widespread during the 6th century. He further states that
this language was identical to Middle Chinese, the language whose phonolog-
ical characteristics are recorded in the rime books that were compiled during
that time. Norman (1988 and 2003) proposes a different theory, according to
which Hakka, Cantonese, and Mǐn can be traced back to a common ancestor
which split from the remaining dialects before the Middle Chinese period.

Based on these two different theories, we created two reference trees, one
reflecting Norman’s Southern Chinese hypothesis, and one reflecting Karlgren’s
Common Chinese hypothesis. In order to increase the distance between the
trees, and since we could not determine the exact subgrouping of all major
dialect groups from the literature alone, we added further differences to the
subgroupings. Thus, in the Southern Chinese tree we grouped Wú and Huī
dialects together, while in the Common Chinese tree we placed Huī closest to
the Mandarin-Jìn group. In a similar way, we merged Hakka and Gàn in the
Common Chinese tree following a reasonably popular proposal (see Sagart,
2002: 129–132), while assigning them to separate groups in the Southern Chi-
nese tree. We also classified the Jìn dialects as a Northern Mandarin group in
the Southern Chinese tree, while classifying them as first outgroup of Man-
darin in the Common Chinese tree. For the internal subgrouping of the major
dialect groups in both hypotheses, we generally employed the groupings pro-
posed in the Language Atlas of China (Wurm and Liú, 1987). In cases where
these groupings were too shallow and additional information was available,
this internal subgrouping was further modified. Here, the internal classifica-
tion of theMǐn dialects was changed according to the classification in Norman
(1991), and the eight groups of Mandarin dialects were further subdivided fol-
lowing Norman (1988).5 Both reference trees for the major groups are given
in Fig. 1. In order to test for possible differences between these ‘traditional’
reference trees and reference trees calculated from automatic approaches,
we reconstructed two additional reference trees automatically. We applied
the upgma algorithm (Sokal and Michener, 1958) and the Neighbor-joining

5 Wearewell aware of the fact that neither of the two trees can really claim to represent the true
history of the Chinese dialects. However, as long as there are no detailed proposals regarding
the genealogical classification of the Chinese dialects, we think it is more fruitful to accept
uncertainties and possible mistakes resulting from the given trees than to abstain from the
analysis in general.
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figure 1 Reference trees of the major groups for the Southern Chinese (a) and the Common
Chinese (b) hypotheses. The reference trees are broadly based on the classifications
of Norman (1988 and 2003) and Karlgren (1954), respectively, with the topologies
expanded and adapted to accommodate the present sample (see text).

algorithm (Saitou and Nei, 1987) to distance matrices derived from shared
cognate percentages between all dialect pairs. The complete reference trees for
all four analyses are given in Supplementary Material i.

3 Methods

Building on the minimal lateral network (mln) approach by Nelson-Sathi et
al. (2011), our methods are based on an improved framework for the recon-
struction of rooted phylogenetic networks (List et al., 2014). In contrast to the
original approach, we introduce a refined method for gain-loss mapping. This
method offers more flexible models with varying numbers of gain and loss
events, captures multifurcation in reference trees, and also handles a certain
amount of parallel evolution. Furthermore, we present a new method that
derives spatial networks from rooted phylogenetic networks by plotting the
results of the mln approach to geographic maps. The new method is imple-
mented as part of LingPy, an open source Python library for automatic tasks in
historical linguistics (List and Moran, 2013, Version 2.2).

3.1 Gain-LossMapping
As pointed out before, anymodel of language evolutionmust take into account
vertical as well as horizontal relations—i.e., borrowing. Borrowing processes
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can be incredibly complex. Nevertheless, they usually leave observable traces,
so that the borrowedword is oftenphonetically quite similar to the donorword.
Furthermore, since the process of borrowing itself is not tree-like, borrowings
that are mistaken for cognates can show up in form of presence-absence pat-
terns that cannot be readily explained by the branching patterns of a family
tree alone. As an example, compare themost widespread words for ‘mountain’
in the Germanic languages (German Berg, Dutch, Swedish berg, Danish bjerg)
with the English word mountain. Assuming that English is a Germanic lan-
guage, we see an astonishing difference to supposedly related languages. How-
ever, there is a striking similarity with words meaning ‘mountain’ in Romance
languages such as Italian montagna, Spanish montaña, Portuguese montanha,
and French montagne. If we had further evidence regarding the history of the
languages and their branching patterns, there are two possible scenarios which
could account for this coincidence: (1) English mountain is truly cognate with
the Romance words, and reflexes of the word came to be lost in all other
Germanic languages, or (2) English mountain was borrowed from one of the
Romance languages, thereby replacing Old English beorg, the regular English
reflex of Proto-Germanic *bergan ‘mountain.’ Given the branching pattern of
theGermanic languages, it ismuchmoreplausible to assume the latter scenario
(and indeed, historical evidence shows that English ‘mountain’ was borrowed
from Old French montaigne). Thus, if languages show patterns of shared cog-
nates that are in conflict with a given family tree, these patterns may be taken
as a heuristic device for the detection of hitherto unrecognized borrowings.

As the example of English mountain shows, it is possible to gain some basic
insights into language history by simply investigating the dynamics of gain and
loss events. In evolutionary biology, the analysis of gain-loss scenarios (also
called presence-absence patterns or phyletic patterns) is a common heuristic
to identify possible instances of lateral gene transfer, and different methods
for analyzing such patterns have been proposed in the recent past (see the
overview in Cohen et al., 2010).

The basic idea of all these approaches is to create gain-loss scenarios for a
given set of characters. A gain-loss scenario explains how a particular phyletic
pattern could have evolved along a given reference tree. For a given pattern,
each node of the tree is assigned to one of two possible states indicating
the presence (1) or the absence (0) of the character in the pattern. Events
are changes in the states from ancestral nodes to their direct descendants. A
gain event (also called origin) is defined as the change from state 0 to state
1, and a loss event is defined as the change from state 1 to state 0. If the
most appropriate analysis of a given phyletic pattern supports multiple gains
(origins) of a character, this is usually taken as evidence for possible events of
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table 5 Phyletic patterns of the cognate sets for ‘mountain’

Language Spanish Portuguese French English German Swedish

‘mountain’ montaña montanha montagne mountain Berg berg
Pattern m 1 1 1 1 0 0
Pattern b 0 0 0 0 1 1

figure 2 Comparing alternative gain-loss scenarios. White nodes indicate the presence of a
character, black nodes its absence. Large nodes indicate the respective event (gain or
loss). In a, no scenario is inferred, b assumes one gain and two loss events, and c
assumes two gain events and no loss event.

lateral transfer (borrowing) that occurred during the evolution of the character.
Table 5 illustrates how phyletic patterns are derived from the translation of
‘mountain’ into six Indo-European languages. For this group of languages, there
are two different phyletic patterns, labeled m and b for convenience. Given the
history of the six languages, Patternb is unproblematic, supporting only a single
origin hypothesis, with a loss of the character in English, and the gain of the
character in the root. Pattern m (see Fig. 2a), however, can be mapped in two
different ways: using a two-loss scenario as illustrated in Fig. 2b (scenario (1)
above), or a two-gain scenario (scenario (2)), as illustrated in Fig. 2c. While the
two-loss scenario infers that the character originated only once (in the root),
the two-gain scenario infers two distinct origins for the character. Therefore,
a lateral link between the two origins can be drawn, illustrated by the dotted
line in Fig. 2c. This link is basically undirected, since it is not clear in which
direction the borrowing event occurred. With this inference procedure, it is
also not possible to determine when the link occurred, which explains why the
link is drawn between the nodes in the tree where the characters originate.

Gain-loss scenarios can be inferred in different ways. Nelson-Sathi et al.
(2011) follow Dagan and Martin (2007) in employing a binary-branching top-
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down approach with different basic models, allowing for varying amounts of
gains in a given phyletic pattern. The drawback of this approach is that the
number of origins per phyletic pattern can only be an exponentiation of the
base 2 (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, etc.), which results in a drastic restriction of the number
of origins allowed by each model. A further drawback of this approach is that
it can only be applied to bifurcating reference trees. This requirement is less
problematic in biological applications since bifurcating reference trees are usu-
ally reconstructed automatically from the data. In linguistics, however, scholars
are very cautious to propose detailed phylogenies, andmultifurcating language
trees (soft polytomies in the terms of Nunn, 2011: 22) are often used to reflect
their uncertainty.

In order to overcome these shortcomings, we developed a parsimony-based
bottom-up approach that allows for varying numbers of gains, depending on
the phyletic pattern under investigation. In comparison with the top-down
approach, our approach offers an increased number of models that can be
tested on a given dataset. It also no longer restricts themaximal number of gain
events that can be inferred by a given model, and—since the method is based
on an exhaustive search of all possible scenarios—its application to multifur-
cating reference trees does not result in theoretical or practical problems.

Our approach is quite simple: given a phyletic pattern (a cognate set), there
can be different gain-loss scenarios that could explain the evolution of the
pattern. In order to find a consistent way of selecting the most parsimonious
scenario, we test different models that assign different penalties for the sce-
narios, depending on the number of gain and loss events proposed by them. A
model is defined as the ratio between penalties for gain and loss events. The
model 2–1, for example, penalizes gain events with 2 and loss events with 1.
Themost parsimonious scenario for a givenmodel is the one whichminimizes
the overall penalty. In order to compute all possible gain-loss scenarios, we use
a bottom-up approach that starts from the leaves and climbs up to the root,
thereby storing all different possibilities of character evolution. Basically, our
approach is brute-force.

The search space can, however, be efficiently restricted. Firstly, when climb-
ing up the reference tree in order to calculate the possible scenarios, we can
exclude those which exceed the maximum number of gain events allowed on
each path from the root of the tree to its leaves. If this number is set to 1 (as it is
by default in our approach), thismeans that, on a given path, characters cannot
be gained, lost, and gained again. This is a simplifying requirement, since it is
possible that characters on a given lineage are lost and afterwards reintroduced
as borrowings—an example being English ‘flower,’ which was borrowed from
Old French flour which goes back in turn to Latin flōre(m). The Latin word is
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cognate with English blossom and German Blume ‘flower,’ all being reflexes of
Proto-Indo-European *bʰleh₃- ‘blossom’ (de Vaan, 2008: 227). A strictmodeling
of the complicatedhistory of thesewordswithhelpof gain-loss scenarioswould
require us to assume that the character was lost and gained again in English.
However, given that these cases are very rare, allowing for themwould not only
bloat our search space, but also affect the results in a way that is difficult to
control.

Secondly, having determined the scenarios that donot exceed ourmaximum
gain criterion, we can filter them further by storing only those scenarios with
minimalweight. Here, it is important to keep inmind that a scenariowithmini-
malweight on a given subtree is not necessarily a scenariowithminimalweight
in general. Since,when climbing the reference tree, one cannot tell whether the
character state of the temporary root node is an event (a change of the char-
acter state) or not, it is possible that a given scenario seems to be cheap at a
certain point in the calculation but later turns out to bemuchmore expensive.
In order to prevent the model frommissing good scenarios, we carry out a sep-
arate filtering of those scenarios in which the character in the temporary root
node is present and those in which it is absent. Since unpredictable costs of
subtree scenarios depend only on the state of the temporary root character, this
guarantees that our approach always finds the most parsimonious scenario. It
is possible that there is more than one scenario that minimizes the penalty. In
such a casewe first select the scenariowith theminimal amount of gain events,
and if there is still more than one scenario, we follow the proposal by Mirkin
et al. (2003) and select the scenario in which the gain events are closest to the
leaves of the reference tree.

As an example, compare the two-loss scenario in Fig. 2b with the two-gain
scenario in Fig. 2c. For the two-loss scenario, the 2–1 model yields a total score
of 4 (1×2+2×1), since there are two losses and one gain.6 The two-gain scenario
in Fig. 2c also yields a score of 4 (2×2+0×1). In this case, we choose the model
which infers the minimal amount of gains, and the two-loss model is chosen
as the most parsimonious one. Changing the model to 1–1 yields penalties of 3
(1×1+2×1) for the two-loss scenario and 2 (2×1+0×1) for the two-gain scenario.
In this case, the two-gain scenario is the most parsimonious.

6 We followMirkin et al. (2003) in counting the presence of a character in the root as a normal
gain event.
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3.2 Finding Optimal Gain-LossModels
Gain-loss mapping is useful for testing possible scenarios of character evolu-
tion. However, as long as there is no direct criterion that helps to choose the
best of many solutions, the method hardly gives us any new insights. Here, we
follow Nelson-Sathi et al. (2011) in using the distribution of ancestral vocabu-
lary sizes as a criterion to determine the best model for a given dataset. The
basic idea behind this criterion formodel selection is that the number of words
that ancestral languages use to express a given set of concepts should not dif-
fer greatly from the number of words used by the contemporary languages.
When assuming that Englishmountain is not a borrowing but a retention (two-
loss scenario), this would force us to trace the word back to Proto-Germanic.
However, since the counterparts of ‘mountain’ in the rest of the Germanic lan-
guages also point to a common origin, this would necessitate the assumption
that therewere twowords denoting the concept ‘mountain’ in Proto-Germanic.
Although multiple synonyms for a given concept are not impossible, they are
rather unlikely to occur frequently; and since our approach is applied to large
datasets and not to single items, it seems reasonable to assume that a model
explaining the given data adequately should be preferred to amodel that yields
much larger amounts of synonyms in the ancestral languages than are attested
in the contemporary ones. In the case of mountain, this means that the 1–1
model should be preferred to the 2–1 model, since the latter favors the two-loss
scenario and thus entails the assumption of more synonyms in the ancestral
languages.

One could argue that the growing amounts of synonyms in ancestral lan-
guages can be explained by assuming the words had different meanings in
those languages. English mountain, for example, could be derived from Proto-
Indo-European *mon-ti ‘protrusion, height,’ which is the presumed ancestor of
Latin mōns (de Vaan, 2008: 388). Such a scenario, however, is rather unlikely,
since it presupposes that the same semantic shift from ‘height’ to ‘mountain’
occurred in the Romance languages and in English. While parallel semantic
shift is not improbable per se, it is rather unlikely when involving the same
source forms in independent branches of a language family. Furthermore, even
if it was frequent, it would not disfavor vocabulary size distributions as a cri-
terion for model selection. It would merely change what gain-loss mapping
techniques can infer.

In order to compare howwell a givenmodel accounts for the vocabulary size
criterion, we compute the number of characters present in the ancestral nodes
of the reference tree by tracing all origins inferred by the model back to the
respective nodes.We then use theWilcoxon rank-sum test (see the description
in Kruskal, 1957) to test the hypothesis that the ancestral and the contemporary
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table 6 Patchy cognate sets for ‘mountain.’ In contrast to the cognate set in Table 5, pattern
m is now split into two distinct patterns: m₁ and m₂.

Language Spanish Portuguese French English German Swedish

‘mountain’ montaña montanha montagne mountain Berg berg
Pattern m₁ 1 1 1 0 0 0
Pattern m₂ 0 0 0 1 0 0
Pattern b 0 0 0 0 1 1

vocabulary distributions are likely to be drawn from the same sample. Since
we cannot exclude the possibility that parallel evolution influences our results,
we modified our method in such a way that it allows for a certain amount of
parallel evolution. This can be done in a very straightforward way by using a
scaling factor to decrease the ancestral vocabulary sizes before the Wilcoxon
rank-sum test is applied. As a default, this scaling factor is set to 5%. Thus,
we allow ancestral vocabulary size distributions to grow up to 5% larger than
contemporary ones.

Having determined a model that explains the phyletic patterns of a given
dataset in such a way that the distribution of ancestral and contemporary
vocabulary sizes does not differ significantly, the results of the analysis can
then be displayed by splitting all cognate sets for which more than one origin
was inferred into secondary subsets, as illustrated in Table 6. These patchy
cognate sets (pcs) can then be further analyzed in different ways. One could,
for example, compare the correctness of the original cognate assignments by
checking the sound correspondences between the distinct subsets for irregular
patterns. In the case of Englishmountain, there is an irregular correspondence
between the English [t] and the [t] in the Romance languages, where wewould
expect a [d] if it were a regular correspondence (compare English tooth [tuːθ]
vs. French dent [dɑ̃] ‘tooth’).

3.3 Minimal Lateral Network
Another way to analyze the results further is to reconstruct a minimal lateral
network (mln) from the inferred gain-loss scenarios (Dagan et al., 2008; Nelson-
Sathi et al., 2011). The mln is a weighted network that displays patterns of
vertical and lateral inheritance. The reference tree is used to represent patterns
of vertical inheritance between the contemporary and the ancestral languages.
Additional edges drawn between the nodes of the reference tree represent pos-
sible borrowing events. Borrowing events are assumed for all patterns forwhich
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figure 3 Minimal lateral network reconstruction. If more than one origin is inferred for a
given phyletic pattern, the nodes where the characters originate are connected by
lateral edges (a–c). In the mln (d), the edges inferred for all patterns are combined,
with edge weights (visualized as differences in line width) reflecting the number of
occurrences.

more than one origin was inferred by a given gain-loss model, and links are
drawn between the nodes in which the characters originate. The weights of
these lateral edges reflect the number of patterns that support a given link. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates this procedure. In Figs 3a–c, three different links are drawn
between nodes from which different characters originate more than once on
the reference tree. If the number of patterns supporting these scenarios in a
given dataset differs, with Fig. 3a occurring twice, Fig. 3b four times, and Fig. 3c
once, we arrive at aweighted network for thewhole dataset as shown in Fig. 3d.

Drawing lateral links between characters that originate from two different
nodes is easy, since there is only one link that can be drawn to connect them.
However, if a gain-loss scenario yields more than two separate origins for a
given character, there are as many as (n2–n)/2 possible edges which can be
drawn to connect n nodes. While drawing all possible edges would surely
cover all possibilities, it is obviously unrealistic: since borrowing is a directed
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figure 4 Removing redundant lateral edges in the minimal lateral network. a shows the initial
stage. b shows the intermediate stage after edge weights have been inferred for all
lateral edges. c shows the resulting minimum spanning tree.

process that involves a donor and a recipient language, such a scenario would
indicate that all languages are both donors and recipients. In order to solve
this problem, the complete graph representing all hypothetical connections
has to be reduced to a graph consisting of n–1 edges that connects all nodes
(a spanning tree). Given that, according to Cayley’s (1889) formula, a complete
graph of n edges has as many as nn-2 spanning trees, it is important to apply a
consistent criterion to select one of these trees. The most straightforward way
to do so is to select a minimum spanning tree, that is, a tree that minimizes
the sum of the edge weights.7 For gain-loss scenarios involving more than two
origins,wedetermine the edgeweights for all nodepairsni andnjby calculating
the number of shared multiple origins of ni and nj in all phyletic patterns of
the data. We then convert these weights to distances and use Kruskal’s (1956)
algorithm to calculate the minimum spanning tree between the nodes. This
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4. This is equivalent to assuming that potential
donor lineageswith a high frequency of occurrence in the sample have a higher
probability of donating than low-frequency potential donor lineages.

3.4 Minimal Spatial Network
A minimal lateral network is useful to evaluate the degree to which the evo-
lution of a set of characters follows the presumed branching pattern of a set
of languages. However, since languages are not only spoken at a specific time,
but also in a specific place, it seems useful to plot the inferred lateral connec-
tions onto a geographicmap. Thismaybehelpful both for evaluating the results
of a given analysis and getting an impression of major diffusion areas. When

7 In our case it would be more appropriate to call it a ‘maximum spanning tree,’ since the edge
weights in the mln do not represent distances but similarities between nodes.
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reconstructing a minimal spatial network (msn) from a given mln, only the
leaves can be plotted because the ancestral nodes have few geographical con-
straints, so their inclusion in the graphwould add toomuch cluttering informa-
tion. Therefore the internal nodes of the mln (the ancestral taxa) are removed
and, as a result, internal edges (edges between contemporary and ancestral
taxa, and edges between ancestral taxa) are lost. In order to retain informa-
tion that is connected within them when constructing the spatial network, we
project information from internal nodes onto leaves. As a selection criterion to
link information from internal to external nodes, we use a simplified approach
based on geographic distance. If an edge originally connects an internal node
ni and an external node ne, we first determine all descendant nodes of ni on our
geographic map. We then draw a convex hull around all descendant nodes of
of ni and connect the descendant node of ni that is (a) on the hull and (b) geo-
graphically closest to our external node ne. For two internal nodes, we proceed
in a similar way, the difference being that two convex hulls are drawn around
the descendants of the two internal nodes, and the two geographically closest
nodes which appear on the hulls are connected. The central idea behind this
approach is that ancestral languages can be represented by the area covered by
their descendants.

4 Results

4.1 Gain-LossModels for Southern and Common Chinese
We applied our analysis to the Southern Chinese, the Common Chinese, and
the two automatically reconstructed reference trees, using five different gain-
loss models with varying penalties for gains and losses: 3–1, 5–2, 2–1, 3–2, and
1–1. We then compared the resulting distributions of ancestral and contempo-
rary vocabulary sizes in order to determine which of the models would fit the
data best. For all reference trees, there are two gain-loss models (5–2 and 2–1)
in which the vocabulary size distributions do not differ significantly (α = 0.05).
In all cases, the 2–1 model is the one with the highest probability (p = 0.73 for
Southern Chinese, p = 0.76 for Common Chinese, p = 0.84 for upgma, and p =
0.55 for Neighbor-joining).8

As far as the gain-loss models are concerned, the differences between the
four trees do not seem to alter gain-loss mapping analyses greatly. Basically,

8 A comparison of the vocabulary size distributions inferred for all analyses is provided in
Supplementary Material ii.
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table 7 Basic results of the analyses

Southern Common
Comparandum Chinese Chinese Neighbor-joining upgma

Best model 2–1 2–1 2–1 2–1
p-value 0.73 0.76 0.55 0.84
Patchy cognates 567 (54%) 557 (53%) 510 (48%) 585 (55%)
Average n. of origins 1.97 1.81 1.81 2.00
Maximal n. of origins 9 9 8 8

this also holds for some further general characteristics of the models, such
as the average number of origins, the number of patchy cognate sets, and
the maximum number of origins, all of which are displayed in Table 7.9 The
Neighbor-joining reference tree outperforms the other trees by yielding the
lowest percentage of patchy cognate sets. However, since the Neighbor-joining
tree itself is in conflict with traditional dialect classification, this merely shows
that the Neighbor-joining method is good in maximizing the tree-like signal
in the data. It does not mean that the results are necessarily more realistic.
Comparing these results with those of List et al. (2014) for Indo-European
languages, it is interesting to note that the percentage of patchy cognate sets is
quite different (48–55% for the Chinese analyses, but 31% for Indo-European).
Given the complex history of the Chinese dialects, this is not surprising but,
rather, in agreement with our expectations.

4.2 mln andmsn
Having determined a gain-loss model that brings ancestral and contemporary
vocabulary sizedistributions closely together,we canuse this scenario to recon-
struct aminimal lateral network. Figure 5 shows themln reconstructed for the
Southern Chinese reference tree. Interestingly, the heaviest edges occur inside
the Mandarin and the Jìn dialects. Here, the Zhèngzhōu dialect plays a central
role, having a remarkablenumber of connectionsnot only to the ancestral node

9 Note that in Table 7 and throughout this paper, the term ‘origins’ refers to events that
distribute a given cognate across dialects and geographical ranges. Thus, inferring 8 or 9
origins in Table 7 does not suggest 8 or 9 independent origins, it simply means that 8 or 9
events are inferred, under our minimizing premises, to underlie its current geographical and
dialectic distribution.
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figure 5 The minimal lateral network of the Southern Chinese reference tree. The node size
reflects the inferred number of cognate sets in each language variety. The links reflect
the minimal number of lateral transfer events that is required to minimize the
differences between the ancestral and the contemporary vocabulary size distribution.

of the Northern Mandarin dialects (19 shared patchy cognate sets, pcss), but
also to LányínMandarin (11 pcss with Yínchuān), and Jìn (11 links with Hohhot,
9 links with the ancestral node of Jìn). The fact that Zhèngzhōu is not grouped
with theZhōngyuánMandarindialects in both automatic analyses (see Supple-
mentary Material i) further reflects the uncertain status of this dialect. Apart
from the central role that Zhèngzhōu plays in the Southern Chinesemln, there
is a remarkable number of inferred connections between the Jìn dialects and
theNorthern andNorthwesternMandarin dialects. Both the role of Zhèngzhōu
and themultitude of links between Jìn dialects andNorthern andNorthwestern
Mandarin can also be reported for the Common Chinese analysis (see Supple-
mentary Material iii). The status of the Jìn dialects as a group separate from
Mandarin is highly disputed in Chinese dialectology (Kurpaska, 2010: 74f.). If
their separation is justified, our method shows that they are highly influenced
by neighboring varieties.

The heavy links between Northern and Northwestern Mandarin and Jìn
dialects can be more easily recognized in the minimal spatial network shown
in Fig. 6. Apart from the high and also quite unexpected diversity in the north,
one can find interesting connections in the south-east,where the greatest num-
ber of generally recognized distinct dialect groups is found. Thus, Xiāngtán and
Chángshā, the two Xiāng dialects in our sample, show their strongest connec-
tions to neighboring Mandarin dialects. That the Xiāng dialects have under-
gone a strong influence fromMandarin dialects has been noticed in the litera-
ture for a long time (Norman, 1988: 207f.). Even more interesting is the strong
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figure 6 The minimal spatial network of the Southern Chinese reference tree. The links reflect
the external and the internal edges between all contemporary language varieties as
inferred in the minimal lateral network.

link between the Wú dialect Wēnzhōu and its neighboring Mǐn dialects.10
This link is surprising, since in Chinese dialectology it is usually assumed
that the border between the Mǐn and the Wú dialects is rather strict (ibid.:
189). However, a closer inspection of the words in Wēnzhōu that are patchily
distributed shows that it is indeed very likely that they have been borrowed
from the Mǐn dialects, since they are not found in the other Wú dialects, but
are quite representative of the Mǐn varieties. Thus, among others, we find
that the Wēnzhōu word for ‘chopsticks’ is [ʣei²²] with the corresponding
character 箸. This is a very archaic expression for ‘chopsticks’ that is almost
exclusively reflected in the Mǐn dialect area. Most other dialects (including
all other Wú dialects in our sample) have replaced it with cognate forms of
Common Chinese kuàizi筷子 (see Norman, 1988: 76 for details regarding the
origin of kuàizi). Similar examples where Wēnzhōu has a form that is not
reflected in the other Wú dialects, but common in the Mǐn dialects include:

10 In the msn, the link is drawn between Wēnzhōu and Jiàn’ōu. This is, however, an artifact
of the spatial representation. In the underlying mln, the link is between Wēnzhōu and
several ancestral nodes of the Mǐn dialects.
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Wēnzhōu [dɤu³¹]头 ‘classifier (for cows and pigs)’ (compare Shànghǎi [ʦaʔ⁵]
只), Wēnzhōu [ʨaŋ³³ko³³]金瓜 ‘pumpkin’ (compare Shànghǎi [ve²²ko⁴⁴]南
瓜), and Wēnzhōu [liɛ³⁵bu¹³] 龙雹 ‘hail’ (compare Shànghǎi [piŋ⁵⁵bɔ²¹] 冰
雹).11

Above we have seen that differences in the reference trees did not affect the
gain-loss models. This was also observed in Nelson-Sathi et al.’s (2011) analysis
of the Indo-European languages and is indicative of a high level of patchiness
in the cognate distribution—for datawith a comparatively large component of
non-treelike structure, the influence of the reference tree becomes less crucial.
What was also noted in the study of Nelson-Sathi et al. (2011), however, is that
changes in the reference tree may have an impact on the concrete predictions
of a given model, indicating in turn that there are detectable vertical compo-
nents in the data. For our two reference trees in the present Chinese dataset,
we can report similar findings. Although the agreement between the Southern
and the Common Chinese analyses regarding the detection of patchy cognate
sets is rather high, with 966 out of 1056 cognate sets (91%) being identically
identified as either patchy or non-patchy cognate sets, many differences in the
specific individual scenarios are still observable. Table 8 gives unweighted and
weighted degrees for the five most connective nodes in the mlns for South-
ern Chinese and CommonChinese.12 Although four of the fivemost connected
nodes appear in both analyses, they differ greatly regarding their unweighted
and their weighted degrees. Since we do not know which of the two scenarios
reflects the historical process more closely, we are currently limited to noting
the differences. In future studies, it could be of interest to identify independent
criteria bywhich to compare the probabilities of different weighted degrees for
given (sets of) nodes, and to use these criteria to evaluate the attributes of dif-
ferent reference trees.

4.3 Influence of Standard Chinese
One point we have not addressed so far is the role of the Dachsprache in our
data. Given that Standard Chinese derived from the dialect of Běijīng, it is
surprising that this dialect only plays a minor role in the networks shown in
Figs 5 and 6. Běijīng does not appear among the top five nodes with the highest

11 A full account of all the inferred patchy cognates for the SouthernChinese analysis is given
in Supplementary Material iv.

12 The degree is the number of edges connecting to a given node in a graph. The weighted
degree is calculated by summing up the weights for all edges of a given node (cf. Newman,
2004).
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table 8 Comparing the nodes with the highest degrees for the Southern Chinese (a) and the
Common Chinese analysis (b)

Taxon Degree Taxon Degree
Unweighted Weighted Unweighted Weighted

Nánjīng 29 81 Shèxiàn 27 58
Zhèngzhōu 29 105 Chéngdū 26 69
Yínchuān 27 114 Yínchuān 26 93
Chéngdū 26 72 Jìnán 24 58
Jìnán 26 70 Nánjīng 24 70
a b

degrees (either unweightedorweighted), nor is it involved in anyof theheaviest
edges. The fact that Běijīng and Standard Chinese played a less pronounced
role than expected might be due to a certain shortcoming in our method.
Gain-loss mapping requires that borrowing events are still detectable due to
patterns that cannot be explained by a reference tree. Borrowing, however, can
become so frequent that patchy distributions are no longer detectable.13 If a
word is borrowed (or is actively introduced) by all taxa of a given branch so that
the existence of its predecessors is masked, the gain-loss mapping approach
assumes that these words are all inherited from a common ancestor language
and so no patchy distributions are detected. If, however, the ancestral words
have not died out and still exist in refugia that can be detected through more
thorough geographical sampling, these effects should be detectable and, in
principle, quantifiable.

Although the networks themselves do not give us a hint, the influence
of Standard Chinese on Chinese dialect history can still be identified when
comparing how many of the cognate sets in each dialect are actually patchy.
In Table 9, the five dialects that show the largest frequencies of patchy cognate
sets per number of words are listed. In this list, the Běijīng dialect as the closest
representative of Standard Chinese occupies the first position, showing the
highest ratio of patchy cognate sets per word in both the Southern Chinese

13 In genetics, there is the term ‘selfish dna’ to describe genes that can rapidly increase their
frequency through spread, because they are readily able to spread (transposons). There is
also the concept of positive selection, which can lead to the very rapid spread and fixation
of new alleles in a population.
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table 9 Comparing the average number of patchy cognates per dialect in the Southern
Chinese (a) and the Common Chinese analysis (b)

Taxon #Words pcs Ø Taxon #Words pcs Ø

Běijīng 236 95 0.40 Běijīng 236 99 0.42
Zhèngzhōu 278 108 0.39 Chéngdū 320 127 0.40
Tiānjīn 253 97 0.38 Zhèngzhōu 278 110 0.40
Jìnán 315 120 0.38 Tiānjīn 253 100 0.40
Chéngdū 320 121 0.38 Nánjīng 276 107 0.39
a b

and the Common Chinese analysis. This shows that Běijīng and Standard
Chinese play a definite role in our network, although this role is currently not
quantifiable in terms of degree and heavily weighted edges, but only in the
patchy cognate sets themselves.

5 Discussion

In evolutionary biology andhistorical linguistics, the term phylogenetic network
is often used in a very broad sense, referring to ‘any graph used to represent
evolutionary relationships (either abstractly or explicitly) between a set of taxa
that labels some of its nodes (usually the leaves)’ (Huson et al., 2010: 69). Given
the fuzziness of this definition, Morrison (2011: 42) suggests drawing a further
distinction between two types of phylogenetic networks: data-display networks
and evolutionary networks. Data-display networks are merely a data summary,
while evolutionary networks represent a direct phylogenetic hypothesis which
‘should display evolutionary relationships between ancestors anddescendants’
(ibid.: 43). According to this definition, the popular split networks (Huson et
al., 2010: 71 f.), which were also applied to Chinese dialect data (Ben Hamed
and Wang, 2006), are data-display networks; the networks we reconstructed
with our method come close to evolutionary networks, since they display both
patterns of vertical and lateral inheritance. Nevertheless, while our method
appears to be pointing in the right direction with regard to uncovering verti-
cally and horizontally shared components in phylogenetic analyses, it is clear
that there are still many problems that need to be addressed in future studies.

Our method relies heavily on the accuracy of proposed assessments of ety-
mological relatedness. If the data is incorrectly coded, the results will be off
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the mark, but that is true of any analytic method, not just networks. The fact
that differences regarding homology judgments can have a great impact on the
results reported for gene distributions across genomes was shown in a study
by Dagan and Martin (2007: 873), where varying sizes of gene families had a
deeper impact on gain-loss models and estimated rates of lateral gene transfer
than differences in reference trees. Our current approach to conducting cog-
nate judgments is very strict. Even the slightest morphological variation that
might result from regular processes of affixation will force us to separate words
into different cognate sets. Although we think that the requirement of direct
cognacy as opposed to partial or oblique cognacy is a necessary and reasonable
requirement for our method, we recognize that the borders can overlap. Fur-
thermore, it is highly likely that we missed many cases of valid, direct cognacy
by conducting cognate judgments on the basis of the identity of the Chinese
character sequences. This is a parameter that can be varied in future analyses.

The fact that our networks alone did not uncover the influence of Standard
Chinese, and that its influence could only be shown when comparing the
number of patchy cognate sets per number of words in a given variety, points
to a general problem of the current method for network reconstruction. At the
moment, our method simply connects those nodes on the reference tree for
which a patchy cognate set has been inferred by a given gain-loss model. In
this sense, our approach is greedy. The specific borrowing process, however,
cannot be inferred with the method, since it neither points to a direction of
the process, nor does it point to a concrete source, since in many cases the
gain-loss model infers that characters originate on internal (ancestor) rather
than external (contemporary) nodes. Although ourmethod is an improvement
over data-displaynetworks, it is still an effort to translate its results into inferred
historical processes.

Despite these drawbacks, we are confident that it is worthwhile to pursue
this road further. Borrowing is an integral component of language history and
the networks can accommodate this mechanism in a way that no bifurcating
tree can. Ourmethod clearly shows that the treemodel also fails to explain the
majority of the lexical data of the Chinese dialects in our sample. Not only does
it confirm general uncertainties of Chinese dialect classification that have been
long discussed, it also reveals the strong influence of the standard language on
the diatopic varieties of Chinese, uncovering a small sketch of the complexity
of Chinese dialect history.
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Supplementary Material and Software

The Supplementary Material accompanying this study contains figures of all
reference trees that were used for this study (Supplementary Material i), the
vocabulary size distributions inferred for all analyses (Supplementary Mate-
rial ii), the mln and msn for the Common Chinese analysis (Supplementary
Material iii), and a full account of all patchy cognate sets inferred for the South-
ern Chinese analysis (SupplementaryMaterial iv). Thematerials can be down-
loaded from:

http://www.molevol.de/resources/index.html?id=011list2014/
APython script that replicates the analyses uponwhich this studywas based

along with the input data is available under:
https://gist.github.com/LinguList/7481097.
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